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No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2019(NTPC)           Dt. 05.09.2023   
 
Panel of Cat.03, Cat. 05 and Cat. 06 of level -5 & Cat. 11 and Cat. 13 of Level 02 against CEN 
No 01/2019 (NTPC) 
 
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer based Test (CBT), CBT-2, CBTST, document 
verification followed by medical examination following 10 candidates, whose roll no are given 
below, are provisionally empanelled for the post of Cat.03, Cat. 05 and Cat. 06 of level -5 & Cat. 
11 and Cat. 13 of Level 02 against CEN No 01/2019 (NTPC). Their names along with other details 
have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for 
further process of offering appointment. 
 
Level 05: 
 
Cat. 03 Goods Guard 
UR 02 candidates 111191240294540 111194190039658 
 
Cat 05 Sr Clerk cum Typist 
OBC 01 candidate 111194150093533 
EWS 01 candidate 111195260178210 
 
Cat 06 Sr Commercial cum Ticket Clerk 
ST 01 candidate 111193130161187 
 
 
Level 02: 
 
Cat. 13 Train Clerk 
UR 01 candidate 111191150089187 
ST 01 candidate 111193120045891 
 
Cat 11 Jr Clerk cum Typist 
OBC 01 candidate 111194110106744 
EWS 01 candidate 111195170156514 
SC 01 candidate 111192110305625 
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Community wise cut off mark: 
Cat UR SC ST  OBC EWS ExSM PwBD 
03 83.69748       
05    74.28572 74.62185   
06   65.21009     
13 87.33333  71.0     
11  68.0  73.66667 72.66667   

 
Note: 

1. Candidature of all the candidates appearing in this panel is purely provisional and liable 
to be cancelled in case of any inconsistence / deficiency in the data furnished by them in 
their online application or at the time of DV or any malpractice on the part of candidates 
coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment/ appointment process. 

2. The remaining vacancies will be filled after receiving the Medical fitness of the 
candidates and by calling additional candidates for document verification to fill the 
vacancies arising out of Absenteeism and Rejection if any. 

3. All original certificates will be checked once again by the Railway / production Unit 
concerned, before appointment of the candidates. 

4. While every care has been taken in preparing this provisional part panel, RRB / 
Ahmedabad reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistake.  

5. Candidates are advised regularly to visit RRB’S official website 
(www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in) for the updates. 

  Important: Beware of the touts and brokers trying to deceive the candidates with false  
   Promise of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment  
   Process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on  
   Merit of the candidates. www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in          

                                                                                                       
 
 
                                                                                                           Chairman- RRB / Ahmedabad  
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